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HeadCross: Exploring Head-Based Crossing Selection on
Head-Mounted Displays

YUKANG YAN∗, YINGTIAN SHI∗, CHUN YU†, and YUANCHUN SHI, Tsinghua University, China

We propose HeadCross, a head-based interaction method to select targets on VR and AR head-mounted displays (HMD). Using
HeadCross, users control the pointer with head movements and to select a target, users move the pointer into the target
and then back across the target boundary. In this way, users can select targets without using their hands, which is helpful
when users’ hands are occupied by other tasks, e.g., while holding the handrails. However, a major challenge for head-based
methods is the false positive problems: unintentional head movements may be incorrectly recognized as HeadCross gestures
and trigger the selections. To address this issue, we first conduct a user study (Study 1) to observe user behavior while
performing HeadCross and identify the behavior differences between HeadCross and other types of head movements. Based
on the results, we discuss design implications, extract useful features, and develop the recognition algorithm for HeadCross.
To evaluate HeadCross, we conduct two user studies. In Study 2, we compared HeadCross to the dwell-based selection method,
button-press method, and mid-air gesture-based method. Two typical target selection tasks (text entry and menu selection)
are tested on both VR and AR interfaces. Results showed that compared to the dwell-based method, HeadCross improved
the sense of control; and compared to two hand-based methods, HeadCross improved the interaction efficiency and reduced
fatigue. In Study 3, we compared HeadCross to three alternative designs of head-only selection methods. Results show that
HeadCross was perceived to be significantly faster than the alternatives. We conclude with the discussion on the interaction
potential and limitations of HeadCross.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Head-mounted displays (HMDs) are increasingly popular as the platforms for VR/AR interaction in recent years.
However, as one of the most basic interaction tasks, target selection has not been fully explored on these platforms.
Currently, to select a target (e.g., an application icon), users need to reach out their hands in the air and move the
hands or the controllers to point to the target, and finally perform a mid-air gesture or press a button to confirm
the selection. In this way, users need to raise the hands for an extended time which leads to arm fatigue [15, 52]
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and limits interaction efficiency. Furthermore, this approach becomes inconvenient or even impractical when
users’ hands are occupied (e.g., when holding handrails on buses) or for users with limited arm mobility.
To address these issues, we propose HeadCross, to select targets on HMDs with head movements instead of

hand movements. Commercial HMDs support users to control the pointer with head movements [1, 2] and the
users can choose the target by moving the pointer into it. However, to confirm the selection, additional interaction
channel is commonly required, e.g., to press a button on the controller or to perform a hand gesture. Performing
both selection and confirmation with only head movements has not been well explored or studied. HeadCross
achieves this goal by combining the selection and confirmation in one step. With HeadCross, the users move the
pointer to approach the target and perform the HeadCross gesture to select the target and confirm the selection at
the same time. The HeadCross gesture requires users to move the pointer across the target boundary and then turn
it back immediately, which is inspired by crossing-based selection methods [8, 21, 25, 33]. This "inside-outside"
design aims to reject the false positives of unintentional head movements and speed up the selection process.

In this paper, we first conducted a user study (Study 1) to observe the user behavior of performing HeadCross
gesture comparing to other head movements. We summarized the design factors and useful features to avoid false
positives. Then we implemented the recognition algorithm and an SVM-based binary classifier using the data
collected in Study 1. Then we evaluated HeadCross through two user studies. In Study 2, we compared it to the
dwell-based method and two hand-based methods which are frequently used in VR/AR applications. We chose
two basic target selection tasks (text entry and menu selection) as the evaluation tasks and used both VR and AR
headsets as the experimental platforms. Results showed that compared to the dwell-based method, HeadCross
achieved competitive efficiency and improved the sense of control; compared to hand-based methods, HeadCross
reduced the fatigue. In Study 3, we compared HeadCross to another three head-based selection methods to explore
the alternative designs of the head gestures for selection confirmation. The alternative designs included two
nod-based gestures and the "inside-outside-inside" crossing gesture (IOI) inspired by EyeK [43]. Four selection
methods were compared in text entry tasks on both VR and AR headsets. Results showed that HeadCross was
perceived to be significantly faster than other alternatives while IOI was perceived to be the most accurate
method. We conclude with the discussions on the applicability and limitations of HeadCross.
The contribution of this paper is three-fold:

• We propose HeadCross, a novel mono-modal head-based target acquisition method, which achieves target
selection and the confirmation of selection in one gesture.

• We studied user behavior of performing HeadCross and extracted useful features for rejecting false positives
and guidelines for improving interaction design.We discuss the interaction potential ofHeadCross, including
to leverage the contact position and entering direction as the extra channel to enrich the expressivity of
the method.

• We evaluated HeadCross and compared it with existing widely-adopted target selection techniques on both
AR and VR headsets, including the dwell-based method, hand-based and controller-based methods. We
explored the alternative designs of using a head gesture as the selection confirmation and conducted a user
study to compare them with HeadCross.

2 RELATED WORK
Users commonly interact with HMDs with speech, hand movements (e.g., with controllers), and body movements.
Users can issue commands with speech [22, 26], hand gestures [46] and head gestures [63]. To navigate the in
virtual environment, users can leverage virtual locomotion techniques (e.g., teleportation[14]), Walk-in-Place
methods [54, 55] and joystick methods [12, 19, 20, 45, 55, 57]. For the basic task of target selection, users can
perform direct touch [62], indirect pointing with hand [38, 59], gaze [36, 37, 49] or head orientation [28, 60],
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and the combined use of them [27, 50, 61]. HeadCross aims to enable target selection with mono-modal head
movements, especially to address the issues of false positives caused by unintentional movements.

2.1 Head-based Target Acquisition
Target acquisition basically requires target selection and confirmation of the selection [30]. Head movements
and gestures have been intensely studied for hands-free target selection tasks, especially for users with limited
hand or arm mobility [18, 24, 29, 32, 56]. Previous research (HeadTilt , HeadPager [53], HeadTurn [42]) enables
users to select options in the menus or check-boxes by performing natural head gestures, including nodding,
shaking, head tilting. Besides, head movements are also widely used for controlling and moving the pointer to
the target, on the interfaces of desktop GUIs [24, 56], mobile devices [19] and VR and AR headsets [2, 10]. While
moving the pointer with head movements, users benefit from the adequate high accuracy and convenience of
head movements [28], compared to gaze-based or mid-air hand movements, and the accuracy can be improved by
combined methods with both gaze and head orientation [31, 50]. However, another modality is commonly used
for the confirmation, including button-press on controllers [28] and performing another hand gesture [2, 30, 39].
Head movements have also been proposed for confirmation of the selection[36, 51]. Pinpointing [30] tests

head movements as the primary selection mode or the selection refinement mode (with a higher CD ratio of
2:1). EyeHead [50] leverages head movements for updating the pointer to a new gaze position or triggering a
dwell timer. Dwell is frequently applied to achieve head-based confirmation[13], which requires to keep the
pointer inside the target for a duration of 450 ms to 1000 ms to avoid false positives [65]. It enables mono-modal
target acquisition by achieving both target selection and confirmation with only head movements. Different
from this two-step point-and-dwell target acquisition, we propose HeadCross which enables one to select a target
and confirm the selection with one head gesture. We regard HeadCross as a complementary method to achieve
head-only target acquisition. It can be useful in the scenarios that users want to look at the potential targets
for an extended duration of time without triggering the selection or maintain strong sense of control. More
comparison details will be discussed in the following studies (Study 2 and Study 3).

2.2 Crossing-based Target Selection
The design of the HeadCross gesture gains inspiration from the crossing-based selection [6]. Different from
Point-and-Click selection, crossing-based selection requires users to move the pointer beyond the target boundary
to select it. Considering it does not require to stop the pointer over the object or to keep the pointer inside the
target while clicking, it can reduce selection time [17] and lower the requirement for the movement control
compared to Point-and-Click methods [44].
Crossing-based selection has been successfully applied on desktops [8, 16, 48], touchscreens [33, 34], remote

screens [40] and screen-based augmented reality interfaces [64], where an extra modality (e.g., mouse press,
touch, pinch gesture) is commonly required to trigger the start of the crossing action. To achieve mono-modal
target selection with head movements, we modify the crossing action to be moving the pointer beyond the target
boundary and reversely moving it back. The gesture is infrequently performed in users’ unintentional head
movements and thus can be used to reject false positives. A notable and related selection method is EyeK [48],
which enables users to perform text entry with mono-modal gaze movements. To select a target with EyeK, the
user first moves the pointer into the key, hover on the key until it extends the size, and then moves the pointer
to the outside area and finally to come back to the key area again. Compared to HeadCross ("inside-outside"),
EyeK requires more steps ("inside-hover-outside-inside") which require more time to perform, and if to select the
same target twice in a row, it requires extra pointer movement to the outside area between the selections. The
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difference may be that head orientation tracking is more accurate than gaze [28] and thus target selection can be
performed in a simpler procedure with HeadCross.

3 STUDY1: UNDERSTANDING USER BEHAVIOR
We conduct this study to observe how users perform HeadCross and to identify the behavior difference between
users performing HeadCross and other unintentional head movements. We select looking at the target (the pointer
dwelling inside the target) and passing by the target (the pointer going through the target) as the unintentional
head movements. We recorded the pointer trajectories to analyze the user behaviors.

3.1 Design
This study had three independent factors, which are movement type, target size, and target density.Movement type
included HeadCross, Dwell, and Pass and was the main focus of this study. Users were instructed to perform these
three types of movements on the specified target. HeadCross required the participants to perform the gesture to
the target; Dwell required to keep the pointer inside the target for 400 ms; Pass required to move the pointer into
the target boundary and leave it on the other side. We recorded the pointer trajectories of these movements. In
addition to these three types of head movements, the participants also moved the pointer from target to target,
and sometimes the pointer entered and left targets during this process. We also recorded these movements and
labeled them as Unintentional passes.

We changed the target size and target density to observe the behavior changes of HeadCross in these different
conditions. Target size had five levels measured in angular sizes, which were four to eight degrees evenly, which
covered the common target sizes in current VR shooting games [3–5]. Target density had two levels, which were
only one target at a time or all the targets together, where the goal will be surrounded by other distracting targets.
We set target density to be a between-subject factor because as we tested in pilot studies, after users performed
tasks in the dense layout, they learned to start HeadCross from very near to the target and this had changed their
behaviors in the one-target condition.

3.2 Apparatus
We conducted the experiment on HTC Vive Pro [1] and implemented the test application using Unity 2018. The
headset tracked head position and orientation at the frequency of 90 fps. As Figure 1 shows, the targets were
located at 36 random locations with no occlusion. They were on the same sphere surface with the center at the
user’s headset and a radius of two meters. This ensured that the targets looked the same size to the users. The
pointer was fixed in the center of the view and followed users’ head rotations to move on the sphere surface. To
help users observe the pointer trajectory, we used Trail Renderer in Unity to visualize the recent trajectory of 500
ms.

At the time of Study 1, we did not have a recognition algorithm. So to detect whether the users performed the
instructed type of head movements, an experimenter watched and checked the pointer trajectory from another
screen. Users press a button on the controller before they performed the head movements and the experimenter
started judging the following pointer trajectory. Different tasks were instructed by different colors of the target
(HeadCross - "Red", Dwell - "Blue", Pass - "Green"). Accepted trajectories would turn the target to be white again
and a new target would appear.

3.3 Participants
We recruited 24 participants from the local campus. Their ages were from 19 to 28 (AVG = 23.58, STD = 1.91).
Eleven were female and thirteen were male. Before this experiment, sixteen participants had used VR headsets and
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Fig. 1. The experimental interface of Study 1. The left part of the figure visualizes the condition of showing all the target
together and the right part visualizes the condition of showing only the goal.

eight had experiences of controlling the pointer with head movements (while using Hololens). All participants
had normal vision.

3.4 Procedure
Each user completed 3 task types × 5 target sizes × 36 target positions = 540 trials in this experiment. The trials
were divided into five sessions of different target sizes in a randomized order. The order of task types in each
session was also randomized. Before the experiment, the warm-up was provided for familiarizing users with
different task types. Users took three-minute breaks between sessions.

3.5 Results
We analyzed the difference in user behaviors in different movement types. Then we analyzed how target size and
target density influenced the behaviors of performing HeadCross. As target density was a between-subject factor
while movement type and target size were within-subject factors, we run RM-ANOVA tests for the mixed factorial
design for the analysis.

3.6 Behavior Difference
3.6.1 Entering Directions. The entering direction referred to the direction in which the pointer moved into
the target. We found observable differences between the distribution of entering directions of HeadCross and
those of other head movements. As Figure 2 shows, users preferred to perform HeadCross in the four basic
directions in a very concentrated distribution, among which moving downward was the most frequent direction.
As users reported, they felt easy to entering from above because it was similar to nodding the head onto the
target. In comparison, for the head movements of other three types, the entering direction distributed more
well-proportioned in all directions, and users reported that they did not pay attention to from which direction
they entered the target.

3.6.2 Average Speeds. Different movement types also resulted in a difference in movement speeds. We measured
the head movement speed by the angular speed (degrees per second) of the pointer movement. RM-ANOVA results
showed that movement types significantly influenced the speed (F2,44=137.79, p<0.01). The speed of HeadCross
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Fig. 2. The distribution of the entering directions of four types of head movements. The bars represent the frequency that
the pointer moved into the target in the corresponding directions. The color and the length of the bar visualize the value of
the frequency. For example, a light-blue long bar at 270 degrees on the chart of HeadCross shows a high frequency of the
pointer moving into the target from above the target.

(AVG=18.85, STD=1.25) was between Pass (AVG=42.99, STD=2.94) and Dwell (AVG=6.14, STD=0.17). This was
because HeadCross required to turn back inside the target, which consisted of a slow-down and a speed-up
process, and it was slower than moving through the target (Pass) while faster than a dwelling for 400 ms inside
the target (Dwell).

3.6.3 Speed and Direction Change Patterns. In addition to average movement speed, we analyzed the speed
changing pattern of different movement types inside the target boundary. As the left part of Figure 3 shows in
HeadCross, the highest speed appeared at the entering point on the target boundary (light green on two sides)
and dropped at the turning point inside the target (dark blue in the middle). This pattern was distinguishable
from Dwell which was always at low speeds, but similar to Pass and Unintentional passes. We also analyzed the
movement direction changing pattern inside the target. We measured it by calculating the included angle from
the pointer position to the entering point and the leaving point. If there were no direction changes, the included
angle would be 180 degrees all the time and if there was a sharp turn inside the target, the included angles
would be much smaller. The right part of Figure 3 visualizes the patterns of the included angles. As HeadCross
required a sharp turn inside the target, the included angle of each point on the trajectory was small (dark blue).
In comparison, Pass required the pointer to go through the target to the other side, the included angles were
much larger, which was similar for Unintentional passes.

3.7 Target Size
3.7.1 Average Speed. RM-ANOVA results showed that a larger target size significantly increased the movement
speed of HeadCross (F4,88=50.50, p<0.01). The average speeds for five levels of target size were 16.41, 17.98, 19.05,
20.29 and 20.50 degrees per second. Except for the target size of 7 and 8 degrees, speeds of each two adjacent levels
were significantly different (all p<0.01). In summary, the users moved the pointer faster as the target became
larger until it was larger than 7 degrees. When the target is even larger, the size did not affect the average speed.
The reason may be that users would turn the pointer far from the other side of the target, so they did not care
about the actual size of the target.

3.7.2 Path Length Inside the Target. We calculated the path length of the pointer trajectory inside the target
and ran RM-ANOVA tests on different target size conditions. Results showed that larger target size significantly
enlarged the length (F4,88=78.71, p<0.01), with averages of 2.80, 3.14, 3.37, 3.58 and 3.93 degrees for different target
sizes. Post-hoc tests showed that differences between every two levels were significant. Users reported that when
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Fig. 3. The changing patterns of the pointer movement speed and moving directions with different types of head movements.
For demonstration, we randomly selected 300 pointer trajectories for four types of head movements and segmented the
trajectory parts that were inside the target. As they were of different lengths, we evenly sampled 30 frames out of each
trajectory. We mapped the values of the movement speed and the included angle of each frame to the colors according to
the color scale on the left and right bars. The indexes of the frames represent the relative rank of the frames in time and are
shown along the x-axis.

the target was larger, they felt it safer to move the pointer further inside the target; when targets were small,
they turned earlier to avoid overshoots. Related to the path length, the distance between entering point and exit
point (d in Figure 4) was also significantly enlarged when the target size was larger (F4,88=14.15, p<0.01).

3.7.3 Overshoots. RM-ANOVA results showed that the frequency (number) of overshoots was significantly
affected by target size (F4,88=5.43, p=0.001). When the target size was smaller, users were more possible to
overshoot. As post-test results showed, overshoots with the target size of 4 and 5 degrees were significantly more
than that of 6, 7, 8 degrees. When the target was larger than 6 degrees, the overshoot possibility dropped from
2.4 % to 1.0 % on average. So a target larger than 6 degrees may be required to avoid overshoots.

3.8 Target Density
Wemeasured the influence of target density on how long and how far HeadCross action was started before entering
the target boundaries. RM-ANOVA tests showed that the starting distance ("how far") was significantly affected by
target density (F1,22=5.84, p=0.024), while the number of frames ("how long") was not affected (F1,22=1.51, p=0.23).
So when all targets were shown, users performed HeadCross significantly nearer to the goal, maybe to avoid
touching other targets. Symmetrically, we calculated the number of frames and the movement distance of the
trajectory after leaving the target. Test results were similar: movement distance was significantly shortened when
all targets were shown (F1,22=5.27, p=0.032) while the number of frames was not affected (F1,22=0.0, p=0.99). As
users reported, in some cases, they purposely avoided entering another target after a HeadCross, which shortened
the ending distance.

4 INSPIRATIONS FOR INTERACTION RECOGNITION AND DESIGN
In this section, we summarize the inspirations drawn from Study 1 for the recognition and design of HeadCross
interaction. ForHeadCross recognition, we discuss useful spatial and temporal features about the pointer trajectory;
for the interaction design, we discuss the guidelines for the design of visual feedback and target appearance.
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Fig. 4. The left part shows the process of a normal selection using HeadCross: the pointer slows down while approaching the
target; then it speeds up and moves across the target boundary and crosses back. The middle part shows the undershoot
condition where the pointer turns too early before entering the target. The right part shows the overshoot condition
where the pointer moves too far and goes beyond the target boundary on the other side before crossing back. In all three
cases, the pointer trajectories contained a sharp turn, which can be characterized by the features shown as d, l, and
α(whichweestimatedinundershootconditions).

4.1 Spatial Feature
As Figure 4 shows, a HeadCross gesture is to move the cursor across the target boundary and then cross back.
We extract spatial features that characterize the shape of the pointer trajectory during this process. As Study 1
suggested, the distribution of the entering direction of HeadCross is different from other head movements and a
sharp turn (small included angle) inside the target is an important feature to distinguish it from other movements.
So we summarize spatial features as the entering direction, the entering and leaving positions, the length of the
trajectory inside the target, the sharpness of the turn. Take the left part of Figure 4 as an example: the crossing
direction is from the left, the distance between the entering and leaving positions is d and the length of the
trajectory inside the target is l.

4.2 Temporal Feature
As Study 1 suggested, there is a difference in the changing patterns of the movement speed between HeadCross
and other head movements. So we extract temporal features to characterize the speed changes. Based on the
observation, a typical speed changing pattern of the pointer while users are performing HeadCross is as follows:
the pointer slows down when it gets close to the target, then it speeds up to go across the boundary, slows down
again before turning back and speeds up in the opposite direction and finally stops after leaving the target. In
this process, we can expect two low-velocity regions outside the target (the start and end of HeadCross), one
low-velocity region inside the target (the turn), between which are two speed-up and slow-down processes.

4.3 Visual Feedback
In Study 1, users reported that sometimes they did not know whether they performed the HeadCross gesture
correctly, e.g., whether it was an overshoot. So we propose to provide visual feedback of the recent trajectory of
the pointer, which is helpful to control the pointer movement and get aware of the recent movements. Considering
the average duration of performing the HeadCross gesture, we propose to show the recent 500 ms of the pointer
trajectory, which was tested to be long enough for users to observe the entire process of the gesture and also not
too long to be distracting.
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4.4 Target Appearance
In Study 1, we observed how participants performed the HeadCross gesture to targets in the circle shape. In this
condition, participants more frequently crossed the target from the four basic directions than other directions.
We draw two inspirations from the results: 1. we could change the target appearance to guide the participants to
cross the target in comfortable directions. For example, an edge on the top will offer the affordance to cross the
target from above. 2. we could map different crossing directions or positions to triggering different functions. For
example, crossing a menu from four basic directions can be used to select different options on the menu. Besides,
as Study 1 showed, participants rated a target size of no smaller than 7 degrees to be safe and easy to perform
HeadCross for target selection.

5 IMPLEMENTATION
This section introduces the implementation of the HeadCross recognition algorithm, which consists of two steps:
First, we leverage the speed changing pattern of HeadCross and the crossing events at the targets to filter out the
potential HeadCross pointer trajectories; Then we extract spatial and temporal features of the pointer trajectories
and classify whether they are HeadCross gestures or unintentional head movements by an SVM-based binary
classifier.

5.1 Movement Filter
The first step of gesture recognition is to filter out the potential HeadCross pointer trajectories. As a HeadCross
gesture requires the pointer to move into a target and cross back, we use the entering point and the leaving point
to segment the trajectory. We predict the start point and the end point outside the target by linear regressions.
We specially deal with the trajectories that may contain overshoots or undershoots while users are performing
HeadCross gestures.

5.1.1 Trajectory Segmentation. As discussed in Section 4.2, the low-velocity regions around the start and end of
a HeadCross trajectory would be helpful for gesture recognition of HeadCross. So we need to segment the pointer
trajectory that contained the whole process of the gesture. As we can detect the entering point and the leaving
point on the target boundary, we need to leverage the trajectory part inside the target to estimate the start point
and the end point of the gesture. We intuitively hypothesize that the time duration of the starting and ending
period would be linear to the time duration inside the target, considering a larger HeadCross movement (to a
larger target) leads to a longer duration for movement in all three periods. Based on the results of Study 1, the
estimated linear regression formulas are as follows:

Starting_Period = 0.2 × Inside_Period + 0.15 seconds (1)

Ending_Period = 0.25 × Inside_Period + 0.05 seconds (2)

5.1.2 Overshoots and Undershoots. Overshoots and undershoots will appear when users move the pointer across
the whole target before turning it back or turn the pointer too early even before entering the target boundary.
We specifically deal with these two types of trajectories to improve recognition performance. For overshoots, we
set adaptive distance thresholds to targets of different sizes, which allow the pointer to move over the boundary
but returns within the distance range. Based on the overshoot results in Study 1, we set the thresholds to be 1
degree for the target smaller than 6 degrees, and 0.5 degrees for the others. As simulated, the overshoot rate was
reduced to less than 1% for the HeadCross data we collected in Study1. For undershoots, we can not segment the
trajectory by the entering and leaving point on the target, so we directly use the speed changing pattern to filter
out the potential undershoots. We apply a sliding window of 700 ms to detect three low-velocity regions and two
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Table 1. The spatial and temporal features used to classifiy the pointer trajectories.

Spatial Explanations for the Features

enter_exit_offset Offset between the entering and the leaving points

start_end_offset Offset between the start point and the end point of the gesture

turning_angle The sharpest turn (in degrees) inside the target

curvature The highest local curvature of the trajectory inside the target

line_shape The standard deviation the linear regression results of the trajectory segments
that are before and after the turning point (the furthest point from the entering point)

distance_inside The furthest distance that the pointer has been from the entering point inside the target

index_difference The index difference of the turning point and the furthest point.
Temporal Explanations for the Features

duration_inside Duration of time that the pointer stays inside the target

velocity_min Local minimums of the pointer speeds before, during and after being inside the target

velocity_max Local maximums of the pointer speeds in the whole process

speed-up and slow-down periods between them as the potential undershoots of HeadCross gestures. We also set a
distance threshold of 0.5 degrees to ensure the potential HeadCross trajectories to be near to a target to select.

5.2 Trajectory Classification
For the pointer trajectories that have been filtered out to be potential HeadCross gestures, we extract spatial
and temporal features from the trajectories and leverage an SVM-based binary classifier to judge whether it is
qualified to be a HeadCross gesture.

5.2.1 Features. Guided by the inspirations drawn from Study 1, we extract spatial and temporal features from
the potential HeadCross trajectories. Spatial features characterize the trajectory shape which should have a
symmetrical "Inside-Outside" path, a sharp turn inside the target and two straight lines around the turn. Temporal
features characterize the changing pattern of the pointer movement speed. To avoid the noises, we first smooth
The pointer movement speeds by mean and median filter [9] before extracting temporal features. The detailed
explanation of each feature is listed in Table 1. To be noted, for the overshoots within the distance threshold, we
add the overshoot part of the trajectory to the calculation of distance_inside; for the undershoots where we can
detect two high-velocity regions, we use the pointer movement distance between these two points to replace the
distance_inside in the calculation.

5.2.2 Classifier. With the pointer trajectory data that we collected in Study1, we trained an SVM-based binary
classifier. For each trajectory, we computed the features to form the input vector for the classifier. The classifier
was implemented with the scikit-learn python library. We used 4320 (24 users × 180 trials) instances of HeadCross
trajectories as the positive data, and data of the other two tasks and 5000 instances of unintentional movement
data as the negative data. Five-fold cross-validation showed that the average recognition accuracy was 95.81%
(STD=2.12%).

6 STUDY2: PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this study, we evaluated the user performance and experience of selecting targets with HeadCross. To achieve
this goal, we compared HeadCross to three baseline methods which are frequently used on commercial VR and
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Fig. 5. The experimental interfaces of Study 2: (a) Keyboard task, which shows the current selection method "Cross", the
target sentence and the keyboard; (b) The Marking Menu interface forMenu task, which shows the current selection method
"Dwell" and the index of target option "2"; (c) The menu interface for HeadCross for Menu task.

AR headsets. The baseline techniques include a dwell-based head-only selection method, a hand-based mid-air
gesture method, and a controller-based method. We compared them in two frequently-performed target selection
tasks (text entry and menu selection) on both VR and AR headsets. To measure the user performance, we recorded
the task completion time, the number of selection errors; to analyze the user experience, we collected users’
scores for their subjective feelings in different aspects.

6.1 Selection Methods
We compared HeadCross to three baseline selection methods, which are all frequently-used on current VR and AR
headsets. Mid-air hand gestures are commonly-used on AR headsets (e.g., Hololens[2]) to confirm the selections.
We selected the default "Air Tap" gesture (hand for short) which is applied on Hololens as an AR baseline method.
It was performed as "Raise the hand in the air, make a loose fist, point up the index finger, quickly tap it down and all
the way back up". Controller-based selections (controller for short) are common on VR headsets using Outside-in
tracking. We chose it as a VR baseline method, which required participants to press a button on the controller as
the confirmation. We also tested another head-only method, which was a dwell-based selection method (dwell
for short). It required participants to keep the pointer inside the target for a time duration beyond the threshold.
This method was applied to both AR and VR applications [65]. To be noted, the input efficiency of this method
was influenced by the time threshold, which was typically from 400 ms to 1000 ms[65], and it was a trade-off
that shorter thresholds would speed up the input while longer thresholds would reduce more false positives. We
applied 400 ms as the time threshold in this study. HeadCross, hand and dwell all moved the pointer with head
movements and leveraged different method to confirm the selection. Controller first pointed to the target with
the controller and then press the button to confirm the selection.

6.2 Task Design
We tested Keyboard task andMenu task to simulate the frequently-performed target selection tasks on VR and AR
headsets. Keyboard task required participants to select keys on a keyboard to form a sentence, which simulated the
text entry tasks. Considering the keys were densely located on the keyboard, during Keyboard task, participants
needed to frequently move the pointer through different keys, which led to the high possibility of triggering false
positive selections. Figure 5 (a) shows the interface of Keyboard task. The interface showed the required selection
method, the sentence to input and the inputted characters above the keyboard. A successful selection on the keys
turned them into red color for 50 ms so the participants can see the visual feedback right after they performed the
selections. Correctly inputted characters were shown in green color and the wrong characters were shown in red,
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which reminded users to delete it and input the correct character again. Spaces were automatically added after a
complete word was inputted. The size of the key was six degrees in angle, which was tested to be appropriate for
target selection tasks in Study 1. For HeadCross, we did not instruct the participants to avoid other targets while
starting to perform the HeadCross gesture.

We also tested Menu task, which required participants to select an option out of the menu. For three baseline
methods, we implemented the Marking Menu [11, 47, 58], which is widely-applied for menu selection tasks. As
Figure 5 (b) shows, the options were shown after the menu was triggered and were located around the menu
button. For HeadCross, we used a different menu interface. As Figure 5 (c) shows, we only maintained the menu
button without the options around it. We tested to select different options by performing HeadCross to the same
menu button but at different contact points. We used this task to test the potential of HeadCross to increase the
interaction bandwidth, as it inputted more than one bits of information in one gesture. Menu tasks included
one-option selection tasks and two-option selection tasks which required participants to select two options on
the same menu in a row. This was a simulation for the selection task in multi-layer menus.

Participants performed 2 platforms × 2 selection tasks × 3 methods = 12 sessions in this experiment. HeadCross
and dwell were tested on both headsets, hand was only tested on the AR headset and controller was only tested
on the VR headset. The order of platforms and task types were counter-balanced across participants and the
order of the techniques was randomized. For Keyboard task, the users inputted ten sentences in each session,
randomly chosen from a widely-used phrase set [35]. For Menu task, user completed 3 rounds × 8 options = 24
one-option selections and 3 rounds × 8 randomly selected two-option pairs = 24 two-option selections.

6.3 Apparatus
We chose two state-of-the-art AR and VR headsets as the experimental platforms, Hololens [2] and Vive Pro [1].
Hololens had a field of view of about 30◦ × 17.5◦, the sensing accuracy was about 2◦ in rotation and tracking
frequency was 60 fps. Vive Pro had a field of view of 110 degrees, the tracking precision was reported to be less
than 1mm and the tracking frequency was 90 fps.

6.4 Participants
We recruited sixteen participants from a local campus. Their average age was 23.56 (STD = 1.99). Six were female
and ten were male. They scored for the familiarity to VR and AR interaction in five-point Likert scale [7] (from "1
- Poor" to "5 - Excellent"). The average score for VR familiarity was 3.63 (STD=1.02) and 2.81 (STD=0.98) for AR.
All participants had normal vision.

6.5 Procedure
The experimenter first introduced two headsets, Keyboard task and Menu Task, and four selection methods to
the participants. Then participants familiarized themselves with them in ten minutes and they were free to try
the tasks with different selection methods during this time. When they reported being ready, they performed 12
sessions of tasks with breaks between every three sessions. The whole experiment took about 90 minutes. After
the experiment, participants filled in questionnaires to score for perceived speed, accuracy, and fatigue in each
session and we also collected their comments on the selection methods.

6.6 Analysis
We measured the interaction efficiency by the task completion time and the selection accuracy by the frequency
of selection errors. For two-option selections inMenu task, selecting the wrong option in either step was recorded
as selection errors. As only HeadCross and dwell were tested on both platforms, we conducted 2 × 2 RM-ANOVA
tests to compare their interaction efficiency and selection accuracy. To compare the performance of HeadCross
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Fig. 6. Subjective scores from the participants on the perceived speed, accuracy, and fatigue while using different selection
methods in Keyboard and Menu tasks. The error bars represent the standard deviations.

with hand and controller respectively in AR and VR conditions, we conducted paired-samples t tests. For subjective
scores, we run Wilcoxon signed-rank tests between different conditions.

6.7 Keyboard Task Results
6.7.1 Speed. RM-ANOVA results showed that both platforms (F1,15=5.38, p=0.035) and selectionmethod (F1,15=19.70,
p<0.001) were significant factors on target selection speed. The AR headset (AVG=1.27s, STD=0.04s) required
significantly more time to select a target than the VR headset (AVG=1.20s, STD=0.06s). The smaller FOV size of
the AR headset cannot show the whole interface at all time, thus participants took more time to navigate the
keyboard and switch between inputting and checking the inputted characters. HeadCross (AVG=1.36s, STD=0.07s)
was significantly slower than dwell (AVG=1.11s, STD=0.03s). Considering dwell was commonly implemented
with the time threshold from 450 ms to 1000 ms, we can expect HeadCross to be competitive to the dwell with the
threshold of 650 ms based on the speed results.
Paired-samples t test showed that HeadCross (AVG=1.40s, STD=0.07s) was significantly faster than hand

(AVG=1.72s, STD=0.10s) on AR headsets (t15=-4.67, p<0.001). For hand, the switch from moving the pointer with
head movements to performing the gesture with hand took more time than head-only selections of HeadCross.
However, on VR headsets, controller (AVG=0.93s, STD=0.05s) was significantly faster than HeadCross (AVG=1.33s,
STD=0.09s; t15=5.57, p<0.001).

6.7.2 Accuracy. RM-ANOVA results showed that neither platform (F1,15=3.32, p=0.09) or technique (F1,15=0.89,
p=0.36) significantly affected the selection accuracy. Only a few mistakes were made in these conditions (<1%).
Paired-samples t tests showed that HeadCross (AVG = 0.76%, STD = 0.27%) made significantly fewer mistakes than
controller (AVG=1.59%, STD=0.35%; t15=-3.21, p=0.006). As participants reported, pressing the trigger sometimes
moved the pointer away and might causes selection errors. Controller applied the default raycasting to point to
targets, and this mechanism magnified the jitters of hand to the movements of the pointer which limited control
accuracy.

6.7.3 Subjective Feeling. Figure 6 (left) summarizes the subjective scores for Keyboard task. Tests showed
that perceived fatigue of hand was significantly heavier than HeadCross (Z=-2.89, p=0.04) and dwell (Z=-2.04,
p=0.041). Users commented that raising the arm in the air was tiring, and became increasingly severe through
the experiment. Besides, participants commented that HeadCross provided a strong sense of control. For example,
P5 reported "Using dwell, I needed to wait until the target turned color. Especially for several tasks at the beginning
of the experiment, I did not know how long it would take (to trigger the selection). Using HeadCross, the sense of
control was stronger because the gesture was ’a click performed by the head’." Besides, as we observed, using dwell,
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participants frequently moved the pointer out of the keyboard to avoid selecting the wrong keys by accident.
So although little false positives happened for both dwell and HeadCross, there was still a difference in the user
behaviors and user subjective feelings which were reflected in their comments. HeadCross enabled users to care
less about the false positive problems and to move the pointer with fewer restrictions.

6.8 Menu Task Results
As Menu task had one-option and two-option selections, we run 2 methods (HeadCross and dwell) × 2 platforms
× 2 levels RM-ANOVA tests on selection efficiency and accuracy.

6.8.1 Speed. Results showed that different from Keyboard task, HeadCross (AVG=1.48s, STD=0.06s) was signifi-
cantly faster than dwell (AVG=1.73s, STD=0.05s). Bothmethod (F1,15=60.15, p<0.001) and level (F1,15=19.64, p<0.001)
were significant factors for speed. HeadCross improved the input speed by completing the activating the menu
and picking the target option in one action. In comparison, dwell and hand required to trigger the menu button
first and then choose the target option. A significant interaction effect between method and platform (F1,15=12.12,
p=0.003) was found and dwell had a larger speed decline (delta=0.40s) than HeadCross (delta=0.22s) changing
from VR to AR headsets. HeadCross on AR headsets was significantly faster than hand for both one-option and
two-option selections (t=-15.52, -20.52; p<0.001), while was significantly slower than controller on two-option
selections on VR headsets (t=3.34, p=0.004).

6.8.2 Accuracy. Tests showed that platform, method and level all significantly affected the selection accuracy
(F1,15=6.22, 15.84, 8.59; p=0.025, 0.001, 0.010). Different from Keyboard task, dwell (AVG=1.9%) was more accurate
than HeadCross (AVG=4.6%). This showed the trade-off that in this task, HeadCross increased input bandwidth by
levering the contact points for selecting different options and improved selection speed; however, as the cost, it
required more precise movement control and reduced accuracy. Using other features (e.g., crossing directions)
and reducing the number of options (e.g. only using four basic directions) may improve the accuracy. Two-option
selections had lower accuracy (AVG=4.3%) than one-option (AVG=2.3%) and AR platform (AVG=3.9%) made more
errors than VR platform (AVG=2.7%).

6.8.3 Subjective Feeling. The perceived speed of HeadCross and dwell were tested to have no significant difference
(t=0.48, p=0.63). Similar to Keyboard task, hand resulted in significantly heavier perceived fatigue than the other
method (all t<-3, p<=0.001). Participants commented that HeadCross performed better in this task compared to
Keyboard task, and the design of selecting different options by different contact positions was straightforward.
However, P7 expressed his concern that when selecting two options on opposite sides of the menu, using
HeadCross sometimes caused false positive problems. P5 also commented that four options around the menu
would be the best for HeadCross as crossing the target in four basic directions would be easier to control than
contact positions.

6.9 Discussion
In this experiment, we evaluated the target selection performance and user experience of HeadCross. For selecting
targets in a dense layout (Keyboard task), HeadCross showed competitive input speed (roughly as dwell method
with time threshold of 650 ms) and caused few false positives; while for selecting menu options, HeadCross picked
the options by crossing the menu button at different contact positions and outperformed dwell and hand in speed,
In both tasks, participants reported positively about using HeadCross and they frequently mentioned that the
improvement in the sense of control was important for selection tasks.
We tested the controller-based method on Vive Pro, which used the Outside-in tracking and the hand-based

method on Hololens, which used the Inside-out tracking. The difference was that Hololens required participants
to perform the mid-air gesture (AirTap) inside the interaction area that the cameras can sense. As a result,
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participants needed to keep their arms in the air for an extended time, which caused issues with arm fatigue.
Similar results can be expected if we test hand-based selection methods on VR headsets using Inside-out tracking.
We will test this condition in the future.

7 STUDY3: HEAD-BASED SELECTION METHODS
In this study, we explored three other alternative designs of head-based selection methods: "Point-and-Nod" (PN),
"Point-Dwell-Nod" (PDN), and "Inside-Outside-Inside" (IOI) and compared them with HeadCross. Different from
the dwell method, the methods that we tested in this study leveraged a head movement to confirm the selection.
The comparison focused on the design of the confirmation movement, which influenced the interaction efficiency
and user experience. We invited sixteen new participants to perform Keyboard task in Study 2 using these four
selection methods. We recorded the task completion time, the number of selection errors and users’ subjective
scores on the experience.

7.1 Selection Methods
In this study, we compared HeadCross to another three head movement-based target selection methods, all
of which enabled users to select targets on VR/AR headsets in a hands-free manner. The explanation of the
techniques are as follows:

• Point-Nod (PN): the user moves the pointer into the target (Point) and then performs a nodding gesture
with head movements (Nod) to confirm the selection.

• Point-Dwell-Nod (PDN): the user moves the pointer into the target and dwells for 200 ms, then the target is
highlighted and the user performs a nodding gesture to confirm the selection.

• In-Out-In (IOI): the user moves the pointer into the target, then the user moves the pointer out of the target
boundary and back to the target again as the selection.

• HeadCross: the user moves the pointer into the target and turns it back as the selection.
We compared these methods to explore alternative designs of head gestures to trigger the selection confirmation.

We chose PN as one baseline method as it applied the two-step selection: selecting the target by moving the
pointer into it and the nodding gesture served as the confirmation. The difference between HeadCross and PN is
that the nodding gesture in PN did not need to move across and back the target boundary, which was easier to
perform and did not require precise movement control. However, as the trade-off, PN may have higher risks of
false positive problems. As we tested in our pilot study, frequent false positives appeared while we were using
PN and they made it difficult to select the targets efficiently. So we implemented PDN which added a dwell of the
pointer inside the target before the nodding gesture. We set the time threshold of this dwell to be 200 ms, which
was much shorter than dwell method tested in Study 2, as the nodding gesture would be performed as the final
confirmation following the dwell. Inspired by EyeK [43], we implemented IOI which had a different design for
crossing the target boundary. IOI required the pointer to first enter the target and then to cross back outside and
to enter the target again. Compared to HeadCross, IOI applied the three-step "Inside-Outside-Inside" selection
which would be even stronger at rejecting false positives but as the trade-off, it may slow down the selection
speed.

7.2 Design
This was a two-factor within-subject experiment. The main independent factor was the target selection methods
(HeadCross, PN, PDN, IOI) and the second factor was platform (VR/AR). The task was the same as Keyboard
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task in Study 2. We recorded the task completion time to evaluate the input efficiency, the number of errors to
evaluate the input accuracy and subjective scores of participants to evaluate the user experience. Participants
rated for the experience in the aspects of fatigue, mental effort, learning effort, perceived speed, and perceived
accuracy. We also asked participants to rank the four methods on the overall experience. Besides, we recorded
the pointer movement trajectories in each task, from which we revealed insights of user behavior differences
while selecting targets with different techniques.

7.3 Participants
We invited 16 participants (11 males, 5 females, age = 21.75 ± 3.68). Twelve of them had VR/AR experience before
this experiment. None of them had participated in Study 2.

7.4 Results
In the sessions of PN, participants met frequent false positives (35% on average) and all participants dropped the
session after trying to input 1.63 sentences in VR and 1.38 sentences in AR on average. In total, we collected
16 participant × 2 platforms × 3 selection methods × 10 sentences + 48 sentences of PN = 1008 sentences. We
averaged the time to select characters of each sentence and then averaged the selection time of the sentences in
each session. We ran RM-ANOVA to test the difference of selection method and platform on selection speed and
accuracy. We ran Wilcoxon signed-rank test to compare the subjective scores from users. Besides, we discuss the
user behavior difference referring to typical pointer trajectories that we collected from participants.

7.5 Speed
RM-ANOVA tests showed that selection method (F3,45=79.07, p < 0.01) and platform (F1,15=30.42, p < 0.01) were
both significant factors for task completion time. Paired sample t-tests showed that HeadCross, PDN, and IOI were
significantly faster than PN (all p < 0.01) and no significant difference was found between the other three selection
methods. Among them HeadCross had the highest averaged speed (AVG = 1.37s, STD = 0.06s). The averaged
speeds for four selection methods are shown in the left part of Figure 7. For platform, participants completed
tasks significantly faster on VR headset than AR headset (AVG = 1.70s, 2.48s). As reported by participants, it was
similar to Study 2 that the smaller field of view of AR required more frequent switches between selecting keys
and checking the inputted characters.

7.6 Accuracy
RM-ANOVA tests showed that selection method (F3,45=333.60, p< 0.01) and platform (F1,15=12.97, p < 0.01) were
both significant factors for task completion time. Paired sample t-tests showed that there were significant
difference in selection accuracy between IOI and HeadCross (p < 0.01), HeadCross and PDN (p = 0.05), and PDN
and PN (p < 0.01). For platform, participants completed tasks significantly more accurately on VR headset than
AR headset.

7.7 User Experience
The right part of Figure 7 shows the averaged subjective scores. Wilcoxon signed-rank tests showed that
participants perceived HeadCross, PDN and IOI to be significantly better than PN in all five aspects (all p< 0.05).
In addition, participants perceived HeadCross to be significantly faster than PDN (Z = -1.99, p < 0.05) and IOI (Z
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Fig. 7. Left: The averaged selection accuracy and speed of four selection methods. Right: The averaged subjective scores
from the participants on the aspects of fatigue, mental effort, learning effort, perceived speed and perceived accuracy of
using the selection methods. The error bars represent the standard deviations.

= -2.08, p < 0.05) and IOI to be significantly more accurate than HeadCross (Z = -2.75, p < 0.01) and PDN (Z =
-2.33, p < 0.05). There were no significant differences in the other three aspects between these three selection
methods. The perceived differences in selection speed and accuracy were consistent with the actual averaged
speed and accuracy. For the overall preference result, the averaged rank of HeadCross, PDN, and IOI were the
same as 1.875th and PN was ranked as the least preferred method (4th for 15 participants and 3rd for P6). Most
participants thought PN to be unusable in this task. P5 thought it could be usable and fast to select among sparse
targets. P4 commented that IOI was like a "double-click" with head movements, it was safer for the selection
tasks, however, they felt it tedious to continuously perform IOI. P8 commented that he felt more comfortable to
perform HeadCross vertically instead of horizontally.

7.8 User Behavior
In Figure 8, we visualized four typical examples of the pointer trajectories of using four selection methods. As
shown, with PN, participants were forced to move the pointer around the keyboard layout to avoid false positives.
Frequent false positives also led to frequent "Delete" option at the lower right corner. With PDN, the final nodding
gestures were in much larger movements than the other three methods. This reflected that when the dwells
triggered the highlight of the target, participants felt it safe and were more relaxed while performing the final
nodding gestures. With IOI, participants preferred to cross the boundary in the direction of fewer targets around.
As shown, for the top line, the pointer moved upwards first and for the bottom line, the pointer moved downwards
first. This was because participants hoped to avoid entering other targets while performing IOI gestures. With
HeadCross, participants preferred to start the gestures from above the targets regardless of the target positions.

7.9 Discussion
In this experiment, we explored alternative designs for the HeadCross gesture. The results showed that "Point and
Nod" was not usable unless we added a short dwell in between; the "Inside-Outside-Inside" confirmation design
was perceived as the most accurate and most powerful in rejecting false positives; the original HeadCross design
was perceived to be the most efficient selection methods. Considering we only tested Keyboard task, these designs
could be applied in different types of tasks with different levels of selection speed and accuracy requirements. For
example, if users were on an unstable bus, they could use IOI for the target selection tasks method while if they
were sitting still, they could use HeadCross to improve the selection speed.
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Fig. 8. Examples of pointer trajectories of the participants selecting targets with different selection methods in one session.

8 DISCUSSION
We propose HeadCross, a head-based target selection technique that can be applied on both VR and AR headsets.
Through three user studies, we address the false positive problems of HeadCross and compare it to popular target
selection methods and other head-based selection methods. Based on the results, we discuss the comparisons and
the requirements and potential usage scenarios of applying HeadCross.

8.1 Head V.S. Hand
In Study 2, we compared HeadCross to a hand-based and a controller-based selection method. The results showed
that the efficiency of HeadCross was in the middle of three methods while it reduced overall fatigue compared to
the other two methods. HeadCross and hand moved the pointer with head movements. The only difference was
the confirmation step. HeadCross saved time without requiring an extra channel switch from head movements
to hand gestures. HeadCross and controller both used one interaction channel, however, the head movements
were not as efficient as ray-casting pointing by the controller and the head gesture was also slower than the
button-press action. Participants reported being increasingly exhausted while using hand, which also led to a
decline in efficiency. Compared to hand-based methods, users perceived HeadCross to be more relaxing and they
reported high willingness to use HeadCross when the hands were occupied. HeadCross and the other alternative
designs that we tested may also improve the accessibility to AR and VR for the users with limited arm mobility.
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8.2 Applicable Platform
One basic requirement for the platform to apply HeadCross is head orientation tracking of the users, which can
be achieved by different sensing techniques including computer vision [41], computational estimation based on
inertial sensor data [23]. So HeadCross can also be implemented for mobile phones, desktops and remote displays
equipped with cameras. With mobile phones, HeadCross may require users to hold the phone with one hand,
which is not in a totally hands-free manner. HeadCross also has the potential to be applied with gaze interaction.
EyeK [48] has implemented a similar technique, however, due to the limitation of detection accuracy, it requires
a three-step ("Inside-Outside-Inside") selection, which limits the input speed. As the gaze detection improves, we
can expect to apply HeadCross with gaze interaction in the future.

9 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
There are several limitations of this work, which we also consider as opportunities for future work. First, in Study
2, HeadCross did not outperform controller in selection speed on both Keyboard and Menu tasks. To improve
the efficiency of HeadCross, we will explore selecting multiple targets with one HeadCross gesture in the future.
Second, in Study 3, HeadCross was less accurate than another alternative design IOI. We can further improve the
recognition of HeadCross. Compared to our current implementation, we can normalize the features, including
"distance_inside", based on the target size which enables the algorithm to recognize the gestures adaptively;
we can collect more data of overshoots and undershoots to understand these behaviors and build algorithms
to recognize them; we can provide visual feedback of dwelling time [13] for the dwell-based method in future
evaluations, which may improve user experience and obtain more realistic comparison results. Third, we only
tested two extreme conditions of target density in Study 1, which were very dense layout and only one target.
In the future, we can test more levels of density and study the influence it makes on user behaviors of target
selection.

10 CONCLUSION
This research proposes HeadCross, a novel head-based target selection method for AR and VR. We first conducted
a user study to observe user behaviors of performing HeadCross compared to head movements of passing or
dwelling on the targets. Based on the results, we improved the interaction of HeadCross by adding the visual
feedback of the pointer trajectory and implemented the recognition algorithm for HeadCross. Then through
two user studies, we evaluated the performance of HeadCross and explored other alternative designs for the
head gesture. Results showed that HeadCross achieved competitive selection speed to dwell-based methods and
reduced the figure compared to hand-based methods. Compared to other alternative designs of the head gestures,
HeadCross was perceived significantly faster than alternatives but not as accurate as IOI. To conclude, we discuss
the applicability and potential improvements of HeadCross.
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